DELUXE MEDIACLOUD HELPS
MP & SILVA EXPAND THE NFL
BRAND ACROSS EUROPE
Attracting New Audiences, Sharing the Excitement, Boosting the Brand

The NFL is the most watched sports league on American TV, commanding huge US audiences and media
rights that run into billions of dollars. Recently, its popularity has grown exponentially outside of the US.
Together with its European content rights holder, UK-based MP & Silva, the NFL sought to bring its content
to these new audiences and further build the brand.
With more NFL games being played in London and the potential to attract millions of European fans, MP &
Silva could clearly see the tremendous benefits in selling and delivering NFL media content across Europe. It
turned to Deluxe, a leader in multiplatform digital content creation and delivery services, to help it bring live
NFL games and magazine shows to European broadcasters, and to fully realize the value of the prestigious
brand with an innovative software-defined video network.

TOUCH DOWN ON
THE MEDIACLOUD
MP & Silva owns, manages and distributes television
and media rights to some of the most prestigious
sports competitions around the world, and had
previously used a traditional legacy satellite system
to deliver them to audiences. MP & Silva wanted
to develop their digital distribution operations and
felt constrained by satellite bandwidth and cost
when delivering high-quality video signals, and
were further negatively impacted by the many
factors that can affect the reliability of satellite
transmissions.
The European expansion of the NFL, and the new
content delivery platform that this would entail, was
embraced as an opportunity to build a completely
new network, as well as increasing potential revenue
opportunities through a more cost effective
delivery platform.
MP & Silva awarded Deluxe a three-year contract
in July 2015 for digital content distribution and
quickly moved to utilize Deluxe’s Broadcast
Delivery Network (BDN) to enable major European
broadcasters - including Sportklub, AMC, and
Telefonica - to show NFL games broadcast live from

the USA. It went into production in early September
2015, coinciding with the start of the 2015/2016
NFL season.
The solution was based on Deluxe MediaCloud’s
innovative software-defined BDN. This cost-effective
and highly robust distribution network provides a
fully managed digital content exchange platform for
broadcasters and content owners to share live video
around the world at any bit rate and in any format.
Deluxe MediaCloud successfully delivered up to
seven selected NFL regular season games per week,
including all playoff games, and the prestigious
Super Bowl 50, one of the world’s most watched
sporting events. The NFL RedZone and other NFL
content and media assets for use in highlights
packages were also delivered via the Deluxe BDN.
The flexibility of the BDN also gave the NFL and MP
& Silva the capability to distribute regular season
games simultaneously, and the capacity to extend to
additional games simultaneously as required.
All 136 games and additional content, such as 17
RedZone feeds, 70 magazine/packaged shows and
highlights packages, were managed and delivered
by Deluxe’s BDN.

Deluxe’s BDN enables high-quality video delivery
and control of any live broadcast stream – including
4K – to any “on-net” catcher destination point.
It offers industry-leading security and is highly
dependable with high availability, low latency, and
seamless switching between resilient video paths –
which can total up to eight.

PLAYING THE GAME THE IP WAY
The content chain begins in the US, with NFL games
being broadcast onto the BDN at the acquisition
point in Pennsylvania. The live broadcast feeds were
encoded using Deluxe’s software-based h.264 lowlatency, high quality YellowLabel encoders. Using
a 1+1 redundant solution provisioned for signal
resilience, two sets of five concurrent feeds are
acquired from HD-SDI sources onto the Deluxe BDN.
At the same time, Deluxe enabled NFL Films in New
Jersey to have access to all of the available content
on the platform. A 1080i 50 ‘confidence’ feed
displays the output of all the signals available on the
BDN at NFL Films.
Jeff Lombardi, Senior Director, International
Operations at NFL, comments: “Deluxe’s technology
enables the NFL to bring our games to our existing
and future European fans in a high quality and costeffective way. I have seen the quality and reliability
first hand from our offices at NFL Films using Deluxe
MediaCloud.”
The video signals are transported to Deluxe
data centers in Europe, where the live content
is delivered out to MP & Silva’s European rightsholding broadcasters. Deluxe commissioned the
equipment and managed the installation of the BDN
at the rights-holding broadcasters, who provision
bandwidth and ISP requirements for the number
of signals they receive, and level of resilience they
deem acceptable.

Unlike satellite, which is a ‘send and forget’
technology, Deluxe’s BDN is able to monitor the
video signals sent to each broadcaster by using
return feeds over the internet. It also monitors the
games from its Network Operations Centres in
Sweden and London.

SCORING THE BIG WIN
OVER SATELLITE LEGACY
Delivering a high quality service with improved
uptime percentages was critical to MP & Silva.
Across the 17-week period of the regular season,
content was delivered to over 10 million NFL fans in
Europe, across 19 countries. Deluxe’s IP-based BDN
dramatically improved quality, delivering content
at 40Mbit/s as opposed to the previous satellite
standard of 20Mbit/s.
The system allows elastic over-provisioning, with
a virtually unlimited amount of signals that can be
sent at any bit rate. With more broadcasters due to
subscribe to the service for the 2016/7 season, the
BDN community is growing quickly.
Damon Garwood, MD of Digital and Technology
services at MP & Silva, says: “We see Deluxe’s
technology solution as the future of our content
delivery. MediaCloud is innovative, reliable, and
cost-effective. Ultimately, we believe working with
Deluxe will enable us to enhance our clients’ content
into new territories while creating synergies for
our properties. We’re excited about this driving
further business benefits through our partnership,
and extending our ability to deliver any content to
anywhere in the world at the highest quality.”

Each broadcaster has the ability to receive a
maximum of five concurrent feeds depending on
licensing agreements with MP & Silva. Broadcasters
also have access to seven days of recorded events
for playback where required, with complete control
through the BDN’s control and management
platform – PortaLive.
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MP & SILVA AT A GLANCE
APPLICATION

IMPACT

Software-Defined Broadcast Platform

Trust in the Highest Quality Delivery:
Deluxe can redirect traffic across the entire network to
maintain service within any territory.

CHALLENGES
• Offer a cost-effective, reliable and flexible
content delivery platform for MP & Silva’s
broadcast licensees
• Help MP & Silva to address new market
opportunities more cost effectively
• Deliver live streams of prestigious sporting
events globally
• Overcome quality and reliability issues posed
by satellite distribution
SOLUTION
Deluxe’s BDN provided live NFL games and associated
content to 10 million NFL fans in Europe, across 19
countries. The BDN is Deluxe’s very high-quality
software-defined video network for delivering crisp,
clear uninterrupted video. It is highly resilient, secure
and cost-effective and it carries live-to-air broadcast
quality content for both contribution and distribution.
The BDN enabled MP & Silva to connect to the world’s
premier media communities and broadcasters which
gives MP & Silva access to more markets in which
to monetize the NFL content and brand at a highly
competitive price.

Service Levels:
Deluxe has a proven track record for uninterrupted
delivery of high profile real-time contribution and
distribution video feeds for many large, international,
broadcasters achieving in excess of 99.999%
availability since the inception of the software-defined
video network - BDN.
Global Reach:
The BDN global reach covers five continents,
connecting a huge community of broadcasters,
satellite earth stations, production facilities, playout
facilities and soon, sporting venues.
Increased Flexibility:
The NFL and MP & Silva have full capability to alter
distribution, monitor content, and provide additional
content and broadcast streams as required.
Client Retention:
The NFL has full control over streamed output from
within the content chain, and has experienced a
massive increase in brand recognition
Increased ROI:
With increased uptake, the network is being utilized
for many properties outside of the NFL which looks to
increase over the next few months.
Resilience and Dependability:
The Deluxe BDN offers industry-leading security, high
availability, lower latency, and seamless switching
between dual resilient video paths. Inherent within the
design of the BDN is an architecture that ensures DR
that provides instantly accessible and active DR route.
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